Honda cl90

The CL designation indicated this model to be the "Scrambler" version which implied some
off-road capability prior to actual dirt-bikes gaining popularity. The CL series of bikes were
actually street bikes with a higher rear fender, a braced handlebar, and a high-mount exhaust. It
appears that Honda quit making the CL90 in favor of the Honda CL70 which met many states
laws requiring bikes to have 5 horsepower or less for restricted licenses age The below
mentioned CL90L was already designed for that purpose. The Honda Scrambler 90, designated
CL90, was sold The fuel tank was silver on all models. The fenders and exhaust system were
chrome. The engine was a 89cc OHC single cylinder. The transmission was a 4-speed with a
manual clutch. The serial number began CL This Honda Scrambler 90 was designated CL90L to
indicate that it had 5 hp and was a requirement for bikes sold in Nevada. It sold Two colors were
available: Candy Red and Candy Blue. The fuel tank and headlight shell were silver on all
models. The "5 HP" decal on the air filter housing was red and white. The serial number began
CL90L From CycleChaos. Also see: Honda CL-series Contents. This motorcycle , scooter , or
moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact
User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Motorcycle stubs Honda motorcycles s
motorcycles Street motorcycles 90cc displacement motorcycles 90cc 4-stroke motorcycles
Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 4-stroke motorcycles 4-stroke motorcycles Needs
motorcycle template. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page
was last edited on 31 July , at Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Sponsor News! Check it out
today. SCR , Jul 15, I can't seem to find any dedicated threads for these bikes or the Honda
singles, so here we go. BTW, would this be better in the Thumpers section? Or Some Assembly
Required? Maybe Battle Scooters? Both are rough but more or less complete. Both are titled.
The CL was a basket case that sat in a gully for years. The S90 has been owned by the same
guy for over 40 years but hasn't ran in almost as long. The plan is to have both LOOK like they
were just pulled from the shed but run, stop, turn and go like they should. Dents, warts,
scratches, patina and all oops The CL will have a few aftermarket replacement parts. No choice.
It was rough. The S90 will be closer to stock. The CL90, as found: Like a big model kit. Toto and
spokester like this. Tank had to be replaced. So far, I've rebuilt the forks, repacked the steering
stem, grease the swing arm and installed new shocks. New tires mounted and balanced. I have
a new sub-wiring harness, headlight, cables, etc. I toyed with doing the Chinese engine swap,
but I have the stock engine, so I'll keep it all Honda. This is how it sits as of today: Looks rough,
but is actually very solid. Any rust has been treated. Leaving it looking just like this, with maybe
some cool paint pen art on the tank. It came to me with the engine partially disassembled. The
carb and exhaust were tossed. It also came with a replacement piston and rings and a gasket
set. I need to know what exhaust fits the '67 CL There were at least two options from Honda; up
to '67 and ' I have an angled exhaust port. Will the 'on exhaust fit a '67? The CL has been around
my garage since September of The S90 just came home yesterday. It's a model and is pretty
much all there. Engine turns over but has a weird feel to it. Cam chain, maybe? I have a big
order from DrATV on the way. It also has stripped splines on the kick start shaft. Have one of
those a one replacement engine cover on the way as well. Everything else is savable. After
about 20 minutes with some wax and chrome polish. It just so happens that I have a better seat.
Picked up one at Barber a couple of years ago for the CL90, not realizing they were different.
Now I get to use it! Turbodog , Jul 17, My small bike is a Honda S65, the power of a 90 is the
stuff of dreams. It looks like a great pair of projects. Bring on more updates. Sent from my XT
using Tapatalk. ADV Sponsors. Kiwigber , Jul 18, SCR , Jul 20, Man, I'm just not a fan of those
Yahoo groups. Been in a few for different models of bikes. It's just not the same as a good
forum. I've been doing some bike swapping and selling and I think I'll be letting the CL's go
soon. ADVDucs33 , Jul 20, If you like little Hondas, you'll love the S I'll get a pic of my survivor
late '69 S90 up when my phone will cooperate. I had to source a nos muffler, tank badges,
rubber bits and mirrors, otherwise its all the parts that came on it. Had 3, mies on it, I'm nearing
4k now. Kiwigber , Jul 20, JPG File size: First bike with a clutch I ever rode. My sister had a C50
and her boyfriend now husband had an s90 in Candy apple red with chrome fenders. I later had
an Ss50 with the 5 speed. What fun bikes when I only weighed instead of CaptainCrunch , Jul
20, I have a rough CL90 no-title that I think is thiiiiiiiis close to running - my wife bought it for me
for my birthday most of a decade ago when we were BROKE, so I owe it to her to get the old girl
up and running. I don't want to violate any terms here, but if you have a titled-but-rough CL90
and are considering divesting, send me a PM. SCR , Jul 21, Conversation started,
CaptainCrunch. SCR , Jul 22, Spent at least 9 hours in the garage over the last two days trying
to get the S90 cases split so I can replace the kick start shaft. Seized screws and bolts, WRONG
bolts used where there should be screws I don't even know how they tightened a few of them
We used everything from an impact screw driver to a chisel to a Dremel tool to grin in slots or
cut off heads Everything is finally out and will all be replaced. I'm waiting on a rotor puller to get

the rotor off so we can split the case and change out the kicker shaft. And about that kicker
shaft The P. I kinda noticed that the shaft seemed awful thick to have stripped splines on it.
Well, when we got the clutch cover off, we found this: Apparently, whoever went inside it and
fucked up all the hardware, just cut off the shaft and used a sleeve and some split pins to
connect on a piece of rod. That explains the thick end sticking out of the clutch cover. We drove
out the pins and removed the sleeve, but it took at least 30 minutes to drive out the oversized
rod. Good thing I have new oil seals. We also honed the cylinder, cleaned up the piston and
installed new rings, and cleaned up the head. I removed all the carbon and used a bottle brush
to run down inside the ports. I let some solvent sit in the combustion chamber and, at first, the
valves seemed OK. But, after cleaning, when I was hosing it off outside, the high pressure water
made a tear sized drop of water leak past the intake valve. I looked into disassembling the head
so I could lap the valves, but ran into a couple of issues. One, the screws that hold the cover for
the rocker arms are, you guessed it, stuck tight. And they're recessed in some fins, so there is
no way to work on them. We cleaned it up some more and my Dad took a quarter and clamped it
in some vice grips and we were able to spin the valves in place. That loosened up some more
carbon and now they both seal. All of these parts will get another clean with some diesel and
parts cleaner before final assembly. One of the cam chain rollers hasn't been rolling for a while,
apparently. New one on the way. You are way more determined than I am SCR , Jul 23, I have a
bag full of clutch friction discs. Probably 25 or 30 of them. None of them are the exact part
number for the S I don't see any reason why they wouldn't work. The grooves are slightly
different on some of them. But they fit the clutch basket and the thickness seems the same. Can
I use them in my S90? Z50R , Jul 26, I am not an expert but my experience is they don't fit. The
S90 clutch has a different outer diameter and the plates are not interchangable. I have read
many places that there were "early" and "late" S90 engines and that the later ones were more
compatable. Mine has the features described as early. SCR , Jul 31, I'll look into the clutch
plates soon. Got the assembly apart but haven't had time to measure and compare. I let the CL's
go. I had lost interest in them and I got a fair enough price to ease my mind, free up space in the
garage and put some money in the kitty. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Moderators: Whiskerfish ,
ascot , Forum Moderators. Privacy Terms. NGW Cafe Press. Quick links. Honda CL90
information Discuss anything about other motorcycles, accessories, riding gear and other
motorcycle related topics. I have a friend who has one. Not in to bad shape but no title. Frame is
CL I have been able to find out thet were produced from thru but I cant find out any other info
about what years were which serial number range. Any information would be greatly
appreciated. Could be selling but would be worth more with a title. He is willing to go thru the
effort but woulld like to know what year so the title has the correct year. I called them regarding
a four wheeler I had and they were extremely helpful. They had records by serial of when it was
shipped, where it was originally sold, engine , etc. Yours may be too old for those records, but
its worth a try. Otherwise there may be a special interest group on the internet that deals with
Honda CL90's. Hope you find what you need. Duct tape can't fix stupid, but it can muffle the
sound. So no yearly break down, sorry. You are right that model was only sold from The Honda
Product Code was , for all models. All models had a displacement of 89cc, with a 4-speed
gearbox. The Silver was the gas tank on all models. The fender and the exhaust system where
chromed. I found the same information. I spent an hour or two on the computer and that is all I
found. I might have to guess as far as to the year but we will see. Halfnaked gave me a good
place to start. We shall see. Thanks again for the effort. Engine: Don Stockett, one of the
principals of Vintage Motorcycle Rescue, a classic Japanese motorcycle restoration business
near Sacramento, California, was on a ride through the Sierra foothills with the Vintage
Japanese Motorcycle Club when one rider had a carburetor problem. A bike needing a little
roadside TLC is not uncommon on a vintage run. Everyone pulls over, and the more
mechanically adept attendees get a chance to show off their wrenching skills. What happened
next on that day, however, was a little unusual. As Don tells it:. This guy pulls up in a pickup
truck. Anyone here interested in buying a CL90? I told him I would buy it. The bike looked a little
tired and dirty, but it ran and was complete. Even the exhaust muffler looked OK. It had a
license plate, registration, and one of those plastic cylinders to hold the registration that some
states used to require. In the s, Honda was on a roll. After working hard to establish a
dealership network in the United States and gain acceptance for its products, the company was
just in time to catch the wave of the baby-boom generation entering its teens and looking for
cheap transportation, fun and excitement. Honda offered all three. By , American Honda was
offering 14 different models, each keyed to a different group of potential buyers. There were the
and Superhawk overhead cam sporty twins, the CB, a smaller OHC twin, touring and Dreams,
the ever-popular Honda Cub, and several very small trail bikes. Honda was also able to quickly

identify when particular bikes were not selling in the United States, change dealer inventory and
come up with more promising machines. In the early Sixties, Honda was selling several types of
pushrod-operated small displacement singles. At the time, most overhead cam machines were
competition-only, and an overhead cam street bike was a real novelty. In , Honda had opened a
state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Suzuka, with the facilities and engineering staff to
design new models quickly and then manufacture them economically. The 90cc singles quickly
proved themselves as both fun and reliable. Honda sold millions of these peppy little
motorcycles, not only in the United States, but all over Asia. Although early-Sixties Hondas
needed improvement in the handling department, they were reliable and oil-tight. Many of the
larger Hondas had electric starters, volt electrical systems and reasonably bright headlights.
Many prospective owners were more interested in easy starting, low maintenance and reliability
than great handling, and they bought Hondas in droves. It had a lightweight pressed steel
frame, telescopic forks, swingarm rear suspension and a separate front fender. Available colors
were white, black, scarlet red later replaced with candy red and candy blue. The S90 sold in
large numbers, and in Honda announced the CL90, basically the same bike, but with a high side
pipe. These two bikes were joined in for the one-year-only SL90, which was a real dual sport
machine. All of the 90cc singles shared the pressed steel frame and OHC engine, which had an
oversquare bore and stroke of 50mm x 45mm and would rev over 9,rpm. A 4-speed constant
mesh transmission and a reliable multiplate wet clutch completed the package. The svelte tank
holds 1. The CL90 frame came in candy red, candy blue and black, with a silver tank fitted with
black rubber knee pads on all models. It was mostly bought by teenagers who used it to get to
school, after-school jobs and the local hamburger stand. Many kids also took their bikes offroad
for trail high jinks. In , some states, including Nevada, limited riders under the age of 16 to bikes
under 5 horsepower â€” considerably less than the 8 horsepower the CL90 produced. Honda
wanted to sell a bike that could be purchased by any teenager. At first, Honda marketed 90cc
singles with restrictive carburetors to reduce power. For , Honda introduced an updated line of
70cc singles, aimed especially at the teenage market. The chrome high pipe exhaust was all the
rage. While a CL90 is not exactly rare, it is uncommon to come across one, which is why Don
Stockett snapped up this bike. This CL90 was close to stock, which is even more unusual. The
reliable engine and the light-but-sturdy frame of these small overhead cam bikes has inspired
all sorts of backyard mechanics and carport race teams. They were modified with larger
carburetors, trick cams, big bore kits, improved suspension and racing tires and turned into
everything from little road racers to lightweight enduro machines. As a result, would-be
restorers often end up with a bike that is heavily modified, and have to engage in serious
detective work to figure out what was originally on the bike. The carburetor, carburetor manifold
and exhaust system changed with the model and year. Incorrect parts may affect quiet running
and, if you enter the bike in a show, this will cause you to lose points. The CL90 was not only
basically stock, but also in surprisingly good shape, needing only a cleanup and adjustment.
Geoff and Don replaced all the cables, changed the oil and installed new brakes and new
Heidenau tires. Don says that parts are not only readily available, but inexpensive. There are
lots of providers on eBay. The best sources are in Thailand or Malaysia. There is a very popular
kit that will turn a 90cc into cc. The tank that came with the CL90 was tired and had a small dent,
so Don had it professionally repaired and repainted, which cost almost as much as he had paid
for the entire bike. The knee pads are the original parts, but metal reproductions replaced the
faded round plastic badges. NOS badges are no longer available. The high scrambler-style bars
add offroad style. The lights are 6-volt, and the headlight is not that bright. The small headlight
shell is less than a half-inch short of the space needed to install an LED system. Vintage
Motorcycle Rescue likes to put LED headlights in its restorations, and this was a
disappointment. Don did locate a 6-volt trickle charger, and hardwired a one-way charging plug
to the battery. The plug hides under the seat, and makes it easy to keep the battery charged.
The small drum brakes are adequate to stop the bike, given the speeds it is usually ridden.
Although Don is in business restoring classic Japanese motorcycles and selling his
award-winning restorations, this bike is not for sale. It is not only the unofficial pit bike for
Vintage Motorcycle Rescue at shows, but also gets taken out and thrashed around local twisty
roads. Geoff loves riding a slow bike fast. Top speed is 60mph, maybe 62 with a tailwind. A
properly set up CL90 can be easily started by a skinny year-old boy who has not been eating his
Wheaties. You just turn on the gas and the ignition, prod the kickstarter until the piston is up to
top dead center, and kick. He also says that the CL90 makes very little noise â€” making it
easier for a teenager to sneak off before finishing chores â€” and shifts easily, with a light
clutch. Owner Don Stockett enjoys a ride aboard his restored CL First gear is really low, and
around-town riders will spend most of their time in second or third. Don says there is a big jump
between third and fourth. If you let off the gas, it takes a long time to get it back up to speed.

Once set up properly, the Keihin carburetor can be left alone, except for an occasional
adjustment to the idle. Don says it is important to change the oil every 1, miles or once a year,
whatever comes first, and strongly suggests oil specifically formulated for motorcycles, which
has a higher zinc content. Ethanol gas is corrosive to rubber carburetor parts, and Don
suggests turning off the gas a mile from home and letting the bike run until the fuel in the
carburetor is used up if the bike is going to be stored for any period of time. Parts are available
and cheap. When I was a kid, I lived on Okinawa. I wanted to buy an S so badly, freedom to
explore the island. But, my parents said NO since I would have to be on their insurance policy.
Maximum speed limit on the island was 30 mph. Nice photographs here. My first bike was a
Honda S Bought it used from our local Honda dealer in He had a shop in an 8' by10' hed out
back of his house. Honda was just getting set up in Atlantic Canada in the early 's and there
were a lot of these backarddealers back then. His son was graduating to a larger bike and he
was selling cheap. It was a fun bike, the only issue I ever had was when putting your foot out to
dab when trail riding, I managed to hit the park plug and break it a couple of times. Scotch tape
kept it running until I could get to town ad pickup a new one. Couldn't afford a car so I drove it
year round, little rough at 20 below. Kept it or a number of trouble free years, until I graduated to
a Dream. Wish Honda would bring back the 90s again. I picked my S90 from a friend of mines
widow. My buddy, Rodney, had purchased it upon returning from his stint in the Army in
Vietnam. It had sat since and barely had miles. I completely disassembled the bike to clean and
polish each and every part and was able to retain all of its original black finish, only having to
repaint the footpeg mounting bar. It even has the Washington state license plate issued on day
one. You are so right about the fun factor these bikes provide what with their light weight and
ample horsepower. I ride to work on nice days along a winding two lane road that follows the
beach front with the Olympic mountains in the background with a smile thinking of my pal,
Rodney. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for collectors and enthusiasts,
dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who love the sound and the
beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. More
Comments. Related Content. Chief Print. Add to cart. Ariel Red Hunter Print. Triumph TR Print.
How To Repair Your Motorcycle. The MV Agusta Museum. Red Eliason. All in the Family:
Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that changed the world! Join
Today! Make Honda. Model CL. Odometer reads 2, miles and is working. This bike has been fully
restored and runs excellent. The start was a one Family owned very clean, low mileage original
and always been kept inside and babied. Runs VERY strong and tight. Clutch, Brakes, etc.
Engine Rebuilt, Everything works, new tires, cables, grips, sprocket, chain, and lots more. The
paint scheme is for Boise State University Broncos and so is the seat cover. This Motorcycle
has not ever been abused and is as rust-free as any I have seen. Ready to ride and enjoy. Model
CT. This motorcycle was purchased by an enthusiast and ridden for a short period as reflected
by the current mileage. Since then, it has sat untouched in the garage. It is mechanically solid in
all senses and runs smoothly. The bike dons original paint and has not been "laid" down. Own a
rare piece of Japanese motorcycle history. I am very motivated and need to get this motorcycle
on it's way due to space constraints. No reasonable offers will be refused. Thanks for looking.
Very nice paint and chrome. Clean rust-free tank with a small ding on it. Bike runs and rides
great, except for the engine making a tapping noise. Comes with spare engine parts. Bike is
sold with a Bill Of Sale only. But in the state of Connecticut, like some other states, there is no
law for displacement. It goes by horsepower rating. So you do not have to register this
motorcycle in the state of Connecticut. Local Pickup only. Cash only. Please email with any
questions. Thank you. Model CA. This is a Honda Cub I do not have a title for this bike, it will
come with a bill of sale which can be used to obtain a Vermont transferable registration and get
a title. It is a not running project bike. It is in good cosmetic condition. The engine was
completely rebuilt and has 0 miles on the rebuild. Receipts are included. It is mostly complete. It
appears to only be missing the headlight. It does shift through the gears fine and the engine
turns over and has compression. What you see in the pictures is what I have for this bike. If the
deposit is not paid within 24 hours, I will cancel the sale and re-list the bike. Full payment must
be made within 3 days. The bike is being sold as is with no warrenty. I will ship the bike world
wide at the expense of the buyer. All shipping arrangements are to be made by the buyer after
full payment is received and cleared into my account. For Sale: Honda Trail ct - miles - all
original stock cond. All electrical works as should and suspension and brakes operate like new.
This trail is very nice 1 owner motorcycle with low miles by an elderly farmer. Heres your
chance to get a nice bike for your RV or homestead. It has a clean Idaho title. Beautiful all
original Honda S This is the S65 for sale. She last rode it in and was then put away in her garage
and stored properly. I last rode and ran it about November of before Winter. Please note that I
do have the title to the bike. The issue is that the person I bought it off put someones name in

the buyers spot and then never sold it to them. So the title has someones name in the buyers
spot and the DMV will sort that out. If not then I can get a new title in MI very very easy and it
just takes a week for it to arrive. Information: miles Original Honda HM tool kit Original title,
registration, and information Original paint and tank badges that are in excellent condition Just
a great original bike that is very very hard to find in this shape any more. This is a beautifully
and tastefully executed mini Cafe Racer build starting with a Honda CL90 as pictured. It has
been about 2. I did ride it every once in a while maybe miles in total and it will do 60mph quite
easily, but I preferred to have it sit in a visible spot in the shop so I could just look at it. The
lines are classic cafe racer and 60's inspired, reminiscent of Angel Nieto winning six 50cc world
championships. The bike was meant to be a permanent feature in my shop and so I paid
attention to every single detail as you can see in the pictures. Every part was disassembled
inspected, powder coated, refinished or replaced and reassembled to bring it back to better
than new condition. Has a minor oil leak underneath the motor where the drain bolt sits, only
weeps a little when you ride it. It has excellent compression and runs like a top, no issues
whatsoever. It currently has a non OEM replacement carburetor on it which works quite well.
Can be a little hard to start if you had it sit for months at a time like I did, but eventually starts
and will then start first kick every time. I will also include the original carburetor in the sale if
you prefer to keep it closer to original, however you will have a hard time finding parts for it. The
original donor bike gauge was refurbished and reused and it currently shows miles on motor
which in itself speaks volumes for the durability of these little work horses. Since my shop is
now filled to the brim with custom bikes, the time has come to part with some of my builds to
make room for new projects. Please feel free to ask questions. It has a clear and clean title.
Buyer arranges shipping or local pickup only. Model Cl. Fully rebuilt Cafe Racer. This is a
completely custom motorcycle. Hand fabricated parts throughout. Motor was rebuilt and bored
over. It has electronic Pamco ignition, updated electrical system with Ricks Motorsports Stator.
Custom USD front forks with disc brake. Every part of this bike is either new or completely
refurbished. Any questions, please don't hesitate to ask. This bike is 90 percent original. I
bought it from the second owner, cleaned it up, and re-built almost everything. Starts right up
with a button or a kick. Sounds great. Pulls strong through all gears. So fun to ride. Lots of work
done on this baby to bring it up to where it is now. Most of the work was done at Seattle Used
Bikes. I have receipts for all work. Engine completely rebuilt with many new parts. Both carbs
rebuilt. Front forks rebuilt. Clutch and shift forks rebuilt. New battery, new starter and many new
electrical parts. The tank and air filters were re-painted with paint to match spec of the original
color. Tires have just about 1, miles on them. All chrome is in excellent condition. As far as the
blemishes and imperfections: The tips of the pipes are rusted out. They work fine. Also, the air
filters are not the originals, but you can tell because the aftermarket ones fit nearly inside the
original air filter covers. I have the original filters. Probably needs new brake pads soon. Other
cosmetic imperfections are very minor. Convert it to a cafe racer, or keep true to the original.
Show up with cash in hand to test drive. Call or Text Tim at Vintage, Classic, Scrambler, Cafe
Racer. Needs clutch cable and perch broke when I went to try it. Has old gas in tank yet like half
full looks good enough little cleaning should do the trick. Cleaned carb already to run nice. Has
clear title too. Some dents in front fender, dents in right chrome removable panel and tires are
old. Should be easy project. Item can sit in warehouse till delivery arrangements are made. I can
help with a motorcycle transporter picking up a bike on the 4th May. To do that, stop
"Watching" and make an offer This is an awesome piece of machinery with a quiet, smooth ride
for intelligent riders who love performance and speed. Bought in '05 to replace my previous
high mileage '93 ST All miles put on this bike since are highway. Located in Chicago. Cash
payment accepted, no credit cards, no paypal, no checks, no trades. Buyer picks up bike or
arranges transport. Sellers reserve the right to end listing early; bike is for sale locally on
Chicago CL. Spouse just sold our scooter, only a matter of time before she sells the ST. Email:
jhinkle gmail. Hello all honda enthusiasts. Others, maybe don't even know it ever existed. This
will not be a short description. This is a 45 year old bike, there are many nuances. First things
first, this is a One Year Only bike model year It is an SL Not a 70, or a , or a SL It has a 4 speed
manual one down three up transmission, equipped on this platform only in the S, CL and SL
versions. It is a 'sapphire blue' bike, with the base silver coat 'striped' through on both sides of
the tank. I believe the paint to be original. There are blemishes on the paint, on the tank, and the
rear fender. Someone tried to touch up the paint on the rear fender in just a few spots and did a
poor job of both paint matching as well as application. On the front fender, there are some chips
and dings it's a front fender , and a tiny bit of rust on the edge. There's a pretty good picture of
it. The chrome is okay. No big pits or rusty spots. There's silver overspray on the chain guard.
Which leads me to my next point. Someone has resprayed the frame with a silver paint. It seems
to be a lighter color than the original cloud silver. There seems to be no overspray on any of the

blue paint, but the same can't be said for the wiring, or the chrome chainguard. You can see in
the picture there's silver overspray next to the original dealer sticker. I'm willing to bet it will.
There's some drips on the sprocket cover. Looks like it could be from batteries past acid drips.
The cover could be repainted or, much classier, polished it's aluminum to restore it's visual
appeal. I just happen to have a polished sprocket cover wrapped in a towel. If you want me to
swap it, inquire within the price will reflect it. The horn works, the lights work high, low and
brake. The kill switch does not kill the motor. The neutral light doesn't work. The bike starts and
runs pretty well. I ran a compression test and found only psi of compression. Thats a tad low,
even for this old 4 stroke. I'd like to see or so. Even with this low pressure, the bike will still run
about 45 mph. Shifts smoothly and effortlessly through all 4 gears. The clutch engages
smoothly and predictably. The carburetor was rebuilt by the previous owner very recently. A 54
tooth sprocket is included with the auction. The bike now has a 46 rear sprocket, and a fairly
new chain. The tires are in okay shape original and they hold air, but they're beginning to crack
between the lugs due to age. The brakes work well. The fork Seals are leaking, and as a result,
the front end feels squishy. Not a huge ordeal. The countershaft seal also looks to be leaking.
Again, no big deal to replace. The bike has a new battery. The headlight bucket has blemishes
on it, but no cracks or chips. None of the spokes are broken. Footpeg rubbers are missing. Tank
emblems still have original white paint, and look good. Well that's most of it, but not all. This is
a very rare bike, and the price i'm asking will reflect that. Just in it's complete state i feel this
bike is a gem. Unfortunately now, i need money more than another old honda bike. From me the
bike will come with a bill of sale, but the title is really all you need to prove ownership. If you
want me to take the wheels off, etc, it can be done. This is under the preference of the buyer,
and will not, under any circumstances, be done for free. The bike is located in Park City, Utah,
and can be delivered from or picked up at this location. I've been on ebay for 11 years, and i do
not tolerate non-paying bidders. If you have any questions call my google voice number. Not
before or after 10am or 10pm Mountain standard time. Texts work too. If you want the bike, bid
up to what you think it's worth. The reserve represents what i think it is worth as a
semi-educated seller. Look at the other honda sl90's on ebay. Because of what this bike is, i
would like to see it go to a caring enthusiast. Please don't buy this bike and give it to your 9
year old to learn to ride on. Finally, Thanks for looking and happy bidding. Look at my feedback
to see who you're dealing with. I am a seasoned mechanic and i can fix this bike up for the right
buyer, but, because of my current financial situation, i need money. I can't afford to sink funds
into this bike to make it perfect, although i would really like to. I appreciate the phone calls,
emails, questions, etc. I've only posted the answer to one on here so far , but most have been
about shipping. Within reason, i would like to remind you that i will work with the buyer to get
the bike to you, or at least close to you. For specific questions, you can continue to call me at
Use the ebay link to reach me and leave a number if you want me to call you. Okay so this is
obviously a re-list. The price is high. Well, considering the rarity of the bike, it's not obscene. I
still need the money, but not as badly. I really believe the bike is worth this much, but that might
only be in my perspective as a buyer. Per usual, any questions or concerns call me or contact
me through eBay. Thanks again for your interest! Payson, AZ. Lawrenceville, GA. Burnet, TX.
Eaton, NH. Dix Hills, NY. Alpharetta, GA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cl Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make Model -. Category - Engine 90 Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month.
Honda : Other Honda s65 All Original! Year Make Honda Model Cl. Category - Engine cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Honda 8. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. The bike is finished in
Candy Blue with a silver fuel tank and powered by an 89cc single mated to a four-speed manual
transmission. Off-road features unique to Scrambler models include a taller braced handlebar, a
high-mount exhaust system, and a raised front fender. The frame, swingarm, headlight trim, and
shock covers on this example are finished in Candy Blue, while the fuel tank is silver with black
rubber inserts. Equipment includes a two-up seat with a passenger grab strap and pegs
mounted to the swingarm. The 1. The front end features a high-mount Scrambler fender and is
said to show corrosion as well as a leaky fork seal. Braking is from drums front and rear.
Instrumentation consists of an mph speedometer which is built into the headlight bucket and
houses a five-digit odometer showing 1, miles. Turn signal and horn switches are located near
the left grip along with a rearview mirror, while the headlight is operated via a switch on the
right. The four-stroke 89cc SOHC single was factory-rated at eight horsepower and is mated to a
four-speed manual transmission. A chrome high-mount exhaust pipe came as standard
equipment. The spark plug and battery have been replaced and the carburetor rebuilt under
current ownership. A start-up, walk-around, and riding video can be viewed below. You're the
high bidder. Your bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other

bids there as they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the
service fee and you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing
pre-authorization will be released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit card for the
service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be released. For
more info, read about our auct
2005 honda accord lx interior
chevy malibu o2 sensor
2006 bmw325xi
ions or email us with any questions. Are you sure you want to proceed? This Honda
Motorcycles got away, but there are more like it here. See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate
April 10 - June 5 - 6. August 4 - 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a
T. Advertise on BaT. You are not connected to real-time updates. Attempting to connect. Your
real-time updates could not be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection
has been reestablished. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations!
Confirm your bid Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel
reply. Keep me in this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable
JavaScript to engage in the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to
enter this number as a bid? If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment
Cancel. Error Posting Comment There was an error posting your comment. January 30, at PM
PT.

